
High Performance 

NR Floor Stripper
Features:
 • Non-Caustic
 • No Harsh Alkaline Residues
 • Excellent Rinsability

Description:
No-rinse stripper is formulated to penetrate, emulsify and liquefy multiple layers of floor finish for complete removal. Non-caustic, no harsh 
alkaline residues. Using a neutralizer is not needed before applying finish. Concentrated solvent system that re-dissolves the floor finish as it 
breaks the finish loose from the floor. This product completely evaporates from the surface. Can be used with or without a floor machine. 

Directions:
Use: The desired concentration will depend on the build-up and age of the polish film.  As a starting point dilute with cold water or mildly warm 
water as follows:
For Floor Machine Stripping System: 
Dilute 1 part of product to 14 to 16 parts water.  
The stripping solution may be applied with a mop or automatic scrubber. Allow to stand for 3 to 5 minutes, scrub with a rotary floor machine 
or automatic scrubber equipped with stripping pads. Pick-up the solution and old finish with a wet vacuum, automatic scrubber or clean mop. 
Allow floor to dry completely. If desired, a rinsing step can be added.
For Mop/Wet Vacuum Stripping System: 
Dilute 1 part of product to 3 to 5 parts water depending on build-up. 
Apply liberally with a mop to an area small enough so as not to allow the solution to dry and allow to stand for 3 to 5 minutes. Agitate with a 
mop and remove solution and old finish with a wet vacuum. Allow floor to dry completely. If complete stripping is not accomplished repeat the 
above procedure before application of floor finish.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Active Ingredients:  55.0 ± 0.5%

Color:  Clear

Odor:  Sassafras

pH:  12.5  - 13.0

Viscosity:  Water thin

Foam:  Low

Abrasives:  None

Phosphate Content:  None

Solubility:  Complete with water

Emulsification:  Excellent

Detergency:  Excellent

Rinsability:  Excellent

Flash Point:  145oF (TCC)

Biodegradability:  Complete

Storage/Stability:  2 years

Weight per Gallon:  8.27 lbs./gal.

Freeze / Thaw Stability:  Keep from freezing
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